
My interventions during the Health and
Care Bill

Sir John Redwood (Wokingham) (Con): I am grateful to the Minister. Will he
confirm that the amount of tax that is going to be raised in the immediate
future, in national insurance and then in a separate tax, will make up a
relatively small minority of the total costs of public social care?

Will he also confirm that none of these measures addresses the issue of the
hotel costs that people need to pay when they go into care homes?

The Minister of Health (Mr Edward Argar): My right hon. Friend is right to
highlight that this is talking about personal care costs, so he is right in
his point on that.

Did I see the hon. Member for Hornsey and Wood Green (Catherine West) rise
earlier?

…

John Redwood: Will the Minister give us a brief comment on the recruitment of
chief executives and senior management to the boards? Will we be using people
who already have senior NHS jobs, meaning that there will be no redundancy
and transfer costs, or will there be quite a redundancy bill because we want
to change personnel?

Edward Argar: I think my right hon. Friend is talking about executive posts.
Yes, there will be processes in place to ensure that employment rights are
respected. There will be some roles that are completely new and there will be
a competition, but I would expect that those with a significant track record
and experience would therefore find themselves in a strong position. I will
not prejudge any of those individual decisions.

…

John Redwood: I am grateful to the Minister. Will he confirm that the amount
of tax that is going to be raised in the immediate future, in national
insurance and then in a separate tax, will make up a relatively small
minority of the total costs of public social care?

Will he also confirm that none of these measures addresses the issue of the
hotel costs that people need to pay when they go into care homes?

Edward Argar: My right hon. Friend is right to highlight that this is talking
about personal care costs, so he is right in his point on that.
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Social care

The Commons is half way through its closing debates on the Health and Care
Bill.

I have concerns about both main elements of the legislation.  The first
concern the extensive reorganisation of NHS England. This gives legislative
force to the  creation of Integrated Care Boards and Integrated Care
Partnerships. These bodies are  being set up to change the landscape of
purchasing services from the NHS trusts, GP partnerships  and other
providers. They bring together various  budgets, decide on what they need to
provide for their area and divide up the budget to seek to procure what is
needed.

I am not clear as to how they will  be better than the Clinical Commissioning
Groups they replace  nor see why their boundaries have been configured as
they are. There are big variations in geographical area and populations
covered by these bodies. They need to hit the ground running now, as they
have a big job to supervise the expenditures of large and increasing sums of
money with a view to providing high quality care throughout England, and to
bring waiting lists and times down to more acceptable levels. My concern is
too much time and resource might go into reorganisation when we need it to be
pushed to the front line to provide the extra treatments and care needed by
the large influx of patients.

The second concern is about the social care reform. I have written and spoken
before about the need to put raising the quality of care and supplying enough
of it to the fore of the consideration, rather than the vexed issue of how
much people need to pay for themselves where they have assets. For many years
there has been cross party support for the proposition that all frail elderly
people should get their health care free as part of the NHS pledge, but
should pay for their own board and lodging where they can afford to do so. It
has meant that where someone moves into a Care home leaving their old home
empty it is usual for it to be sold and for them to pay for their hotel costs
at the Care Home from their own resources.

There have been some who suggest that placing a cap on care costs will free
many people from having to sell their homes to pay the bills, but this does
not cover the costs of board and lodging which can be considerable. There is
a danger that some will think this new system and legislation will free their
families from the need to sell a home and spend the proceeds, when in many
cases there will still  be substantial bills that people need to self fund.
There is also the danger that the introduction of a Care Tax , starting at
around 1.25% on National Insurance, will make people think social care is
cheap. In practice this tax will pay for around one fifth of the total state
costs of social care.

There needs to be more discussion and more consideration of what social care
will look like in five years time, and how we will all help pay for it.
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My Question to the Home Secretary
during the Urgent Question on Channel
crossings in small boats

http://johnredwoodsdiary.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/House_of_Commons_22-1
1-21_15-45-04.mp4

Visit to the Holt School

On Friday 19th November I visited the Holt School and heard a series of
presentations about how to improve the environment. The students presented
some good ideas to tackle litter, to plant more trees, to collect more
rainwater, to grow more food locally, to reuse and recycle more and to offer
more vegetarian options for school meals.

In the conversation with three of the students leading the initiative  we
ranged widely over environmental issues, with particular attention to energy.
I set out some of the background for them on current energy policy and how
the UK generates its electricity before we went on to explore issues about
combining interruptible renewables with other forms of power to keep the
lights on.

Free ports need to be freed to succeed

As one who wanted Freeports I am deeply disappointed that they were not set
up and open for business on 2nd January. I am fed up with the delays and with
the lack of incentives to make them fly.

I read that the Treasury first delayed them, then watered them down.
Apparently officials ignored the enthusiasm of the PM and the one time
enthusiasm of the Chancellor. They limited any tax relief on the grounds that
it might just redirect business from another part of the U.K. to a free port,
cutting tax revenues. No thoughts then of growing a bigger economy by
offering some tax cuts so you collect more revenue. It’s a pity the
Chancellor did not stand up to this unhelpful redrafting.
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There is a strong case for more generous tax cuts and incentives to attract
new investment that would not otherwise happen. The Freeports could also have
simplified planning requirements and assistance with land assembly.

Even better would be to extend the tax cuts to the whole country.Set a
Corporation tax rate of 15%, the same as the new rate for Ireland, and watch
the business pour in. Where is the imagination  and enterprise vision? Why
does the Chancellor go along with dismal Treasury views that will slow our
recovery and keep the deficit high?


